Problem Statement

How can we create a user-friendly web tool that facilitates the comparison of schedules to efficiently select meeting times?

Goals

- Help groups of people find meeting times in their busy and diverse schedules.
- Design a website that is easy to learn and allows the host to quickly create an event, enter their availability and share it with their group.
- Solve the flaws in existing tools using features like suggested event times and click-and-drag schedule entry.

Solution

Coordinate is an online scheduling platform that allows users to quickly organize schedules together to find optimal meeting times for the entire group.

- **CREATE EVENT**: The process begins with the host creating the event and selecting the possible date and time ranges for the meeting.
- **INSERT AVAILABILITY**: Users can enter their availability and preference for meeting times once they are invited to the event.
- **SHARE EVENT**: Share event through a direct URL or an email invitation and the group's common availability will update automatically.
- **SCHEDULE EVENT**: Coordinate will recommend times for the host to choose from and automatically notify participants once they decide.

Features

- **Responsive Design**
- **Automatic Notifications**
- **Suggested Event Times**
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